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It is becoming increasingly apparent that whether we have been, at war or peace with neighbouring countries, it is religious fanaticism that prevents real peace and understanding from happening between countries. It is clear, now more than ever, that fanatics are everywhere, be they nominally Muslims, Jews, Christians or other faiths. It was this fanaticism that launched the Crusades. It is this fanaticism that prevents any lasting peace between Arabs and Jews and has made conflict in Ireland last for centuries. Among the many possible things men can do to heal these wounds, I think, is training the soul with some Mystic or Sufi teachings. Sufism is Islam’s tolerant and universal philosophy. Its message of peace with and for all, has endeared it to Muslims and non-Muslims alike.¹ Sufism describes the perfect man as “praised in all religions”.² Also, during the dhikr³ ceremonies, Sufis use God’s universal name, “Hû” (He), rather than his other specific names.⁴ According to Sadreddin Konawî,⁵ this carries an implication to the kudsi hadîth (divine tradition, so-called because in it God speaks directly.) “I am as my servant thinks that I am.”⁶ This universal view, common to all forms of mysticism, can play an important role in the dialogue between world religions.

Mysticism, as part of any religion, believes that man is capable of reaching or uniting with “the Absolute Being” or “the metaphysical world” using the capacities given to him. Mystic movements have many common approaches and methods in trying to reach this goal. All mystics, although living in different times and places, express these same feelings. There is no doubt that the great religions differ from each other in fundamental respects. But, they are not nearly so far apart as they may seem.⁷ In addition, much effort and erudition have been expended to show how one religion has been influenced by another.⁸

The term “Sufism” (tasawwuf) can only be applied to a specific kind of mysticism developed by Muslims. There are more than 2,000 definitions of the word.⁹ There is no doubt that the word comes from the Arabic sūf (wool) and refers to the woollen garments (equivalent to the monk’s hair shirt) worn by early Muslim ascetics (zuhhâd) to symbolize their lack of concern for worldly things. The word “Sufi” is also considered by some to be derived from the
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³ Mention of the name of Allah.
⁴ According to Islam, Allah has ninety-nine names which contain a special quality.
⁶ For the hadîth, see Sahih al-Bukhari, Tewhîd, 15, 35; Sahih al-Muslim, Tewbe, 1; etc.
⁸ Ibid., p.11.
word (sûf) meaning “pure”. To analyse the mystical experience itself is next to impossible, since words can never plumb the depths of this experience. Even the finest psychological analysis is limited; words remain on the shore, as the Sufis would say.11

Sufism traces its origins back to the Prophet of Islam and takes inspiration from the divine word as revealed through him in the Koran. The Koran, the life of the Prophet and hadîths played an important role from the earliest period of Sufism. In later years Sufis managed to derive their principles from these sources.

In Islamic societies, there were two main sources of influence: the ulemâ (Islamic scholars) and the sheikhs (Sufi leaders).12 However, the sheikhs were, and are, more influential over the masses than the ulemâ for several reasons. Among the most important of these reasons is the following: in order to gain the genuine loyalty of the people, the sheikhs tolerated for people’s former religious beliefs: thus, the masses were able to express their wishes in this free environment.13 The Islam of the ulemâ was too difficult and demanding for the illiterate masses. In the religion of the ulemâ, there was no room for semâ’,14 music and free dhikr, mystery or the veneration of saints.15 Their prayer consisted of a few simple pious formulas that did not necessitate much effort to
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12 See D.F. Eickelmann, The Middle East: An Anthropological Approach, Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1981, p.236. E. Gellner in his Muslim Society, Cambridge and Sydney, 1981, p.115, says: “Under the general category of Sufism, people tend, for instance, to group together genuine mystics and tribal holy men whose connection with mysticism is minimal. Both may be classified by the same kind of terminology, not only by scholars, but also by the local population. But this does not mean that the two phenomena are homogeneous and deserve to be classified together, either from the viewpoint of social significance or from that of religious phenomenology. Roughly speaking: Urban sufi mysticism is an alternative to the legalistic, restrained, arid (as it seems to its critics) Islam of the ulema. Rural and tribal ‘Sufism’ is a substitute for it. In the one case, an alternative is sought for the Islam of the ulema because it does not fully satisfy. In the other case, a substitute for it is required, because, though its endorsement is desired, it is, in its proper and urban form, locally unavailable or is unusable in the tribal context.”
13 For example, in the Turkish Sufi orders, it is possible to see the traces of old Turkish religions. See F. Köprülüzâde, “Influence du chamanière Turco-Mongol sur les ordres mystiques musulmans”, DFTEM, no.1, Ist., 1929, passim; E.B. Şapolyo, Mezhepler ve Tarikatlar Tarihi, Ist., 1964, pp.53-5; A. İnan, Eski Türk Dini Tarihi, Ist., 1976, passim.
14 The semâ’ is a sort of dance accompanied by religious music, which forms the rituals of some Sufi groups. It has a very special form in the Mawlawiyya. For detailed information, see Ulu-dağ, Terimler, p.461; Trimmingham, pp.495-6; Eraydin, pp.360-5.
learn. There were bitter disputes between “Popular Islam” of Sufis and “orthodox Islam” of ulemâ.\textsuperscript{16}

Yet, there have always been differences between popular and theosophical forms of Sufism. Popular Sufism encourages its followers to spread Islam. The first Sufi lodges, that is, \textit{ribât}s, were built for this purpose. Thus, the first Sufis could be called “kolonizatör” (colonialist, or rather colonist) in Barkan’s words\textsuperscript{17} and “mücahid misyoner” (missionary fighter) or “alp eren” (hero dervish) in Köprülü’s words.\textsuperscript{18} They were fighters for Islam. Nothing has changed much today, when we consider the Sanûsîs in Libya in the 1910s and Naqshî fighters in Chechnia from the nineteenth century onwards. Although I believe that this sort of Sufism is more relaxed than orthodox Islam, and helps people fight only for a legitimate cause, I will not treat it here because of its potential for enlisting and encouraging warriors.

What I want to emphasize is theosophical Sufism, which is more attractive for religious scholars because it gives answers to most of the questions of being and becoming, of creation and return. It emphasises the “\textit{Wahdet-i Wudjûd}” (Unity of being). To this Sufism, existence is an absolute unity and totally presents itself everywhere without division. It leads Muslims to the “Truth”, which is immanent in all forms of beliefs. Everything, good or bad, beautiful and ugly, healthy and ill, etc. are manifestations of God’s names and attributes. In fact, the limited physical forms are being mistaken for the reality. The only existence is God, nothing else. This outlook can lead us to attain a universal perspective that can help us to ease the problems. “If one wants peace with one’s neighbour, one must work towards a point of vision which is higher than both sides and looks over both sides. This is not to be attained without giving up the self-defined limits.”\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{17} See Ö.L. Barkan, “İstila Devrinin Kolonizatör Türk Dervişi ve Zaviyeler”, \textit{VD}, no.II, lst., 1974, pp.279-304.


\textsuperscript{19} P. Young, “Ibn ‘Arabi: Towards a Universal Point of View”, Paper read at the Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi Society Symposium, Oxford, 1999, p.3
Bâyazîd Bistâmî (d.267/880) and Hallâdj-i Mansûr (d.309/921) set the basis of this Sufism and Muhyî’l- Din Ibn Arabî (638/1240) had systemized it. Although the Wahdet-i Wudjûd concept exists in all Sufi orders, it was interpreted by them mostly as God’s unity, tawhîd. Mawlânâ Djalâl al-Dîn Rûmî’s (d.672/1273) Mawlawism can be counted as an exception among these orders.

Theosophical Sufism presents us positive approaches to other religions, which can lead to dialogue between them. For example, according to Bistâmî, the existence of different religions is a law of God and no one should be blamed owing to his or her beliefs. While passing near by a Muslim cemetery he said: “They are conceited”, meaning that they are so proud that they were Muslim, a situation which cannot be proud of from as they had not chosen it themselves, and while passing near by a Jewish cemetery, he said: “They are forgiven”, meaning that it was not they themselves who had chosen the religion, it was God’s law, so they were forgiven.20

Likewise, Hallâdj, who was executed solely because of his deep love of God, and was a pantheist or pure monist according to some scholars, a secret Christian or infidel to others,21 believed that all religions belonged to God. Each community has a religion, and each follows a way “chosen for them”, not one that they themselves chose. Therefore, it is not plausible to blame anyone for his/her religion. The Judaism, Christianity, Islam and other religions are different in the name but same in the aim. 22

As to Ibn Arabî, who was the master and systemizer of the “Wahdet-i Wudjûd”, and whose ideas are understandable only to highly intelligent people, he is praised as the advocate of religious tolerance by many who try to stress the “mystical ideal of tolerance” and indifference to exterior forms and rituals.23 To him, the wise individual is the one who does not limit him/herself to one belief. He/she has a wide range of beliefs, as everything in the world is a manifestation of God.24 Ibn Arabî also implies that one is in state of experiencing all religions even in one day. To him, the heart has the ability of taking all forms of belief: it can be a monastery at a time, and the Ka’ba at another. It can be the Torah at one time, and the Koran at another. He says:

My heart is capable of every form,
a cloister of the monk, a temple for idols,
a pasture for gazelles, the votary’s Ka’ba,
the tables of the Torah, the Koran.
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21 For details, see Schimmel, p.64ff
23 Schimmel, p.271.
Love is creed I hold: wherever turn
His camels, love is still my creed and faith.25

It should be noted here that according to Schimmel, this tolerant statement contains, rather, a statement about Ibn Arabî’s own spiritual rank: “The form of God is for him no longer the form of this or that faith exclusive of all others, but his own eternal form which he encounters at the end of his tawâf around the Ka‘ba (circumambulation during the pilgrimage), and does not point to tolerance preached to the rank and file.26 In my opinion, whatever he meant by the above-mentioned verse, he recognizes a spiritual rank, above and free from all religions. His system is the very reverse of the teachings of orthodox Islam, as Schimmel also admits.27 For, in his system, both good and evil are from God, and as much as Muhammad is the manifestation of God’s name, al-Hâdi (who guides right), so also is Satan equally the manifestation of the name al-Mudill (who leads astray). All these are in perfect order—that is the meaning of God’s rahma (mercy).28 The theory of the names and the named also implies that a certain form of faith is designated for every human being. They can have different faith, but there is nothing wrong in this as all are manifestations of names of God, so they are right from this aspect.29

Also, according to the world-wide known Sufi Mawlânâ Djalâl al-Dîn Rûmî, religions are like ways to the top of a mountain. Once one reaches to the top, understands that although they were seemed to be different, they all lead to the same end. So, essentially, there is no difference between them, for the ones who managed to reach the Absolute, the Real. To him, “religions are like ladders to the sky. Everyone has his/her own ladder. And as everyone minds his/her own ladder, is unaware of others’ ladders. But, in fact, they all go towards the same infinite.30 To him, there is no difference between the Prophet Mûsâ and Pharaoh for those who reached to “white”, using all colours,31 as they are far from all religions, being from the “Gods’ order”. His words in Persian are: Millet-i ashk ez heme dinha djüdâ est/ Ashâkânra millet ü medhheb-i Khudâ est.32

Mawlânâ had many followers from different religions. And when he died, they all held his funeral in accordance with their own religions. It is not
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26 Schimmel, pp.271-2
27 Idem, p.273
28 Cf. ibid.
30 Mawlânâ, Djalâl al-Dîn Rûmî, Mathnâvi, (facsimile from original edn) couplet no. 2556ff.
31 Idem, Mesnevi, (tr. and commentary by A. Gölpmruhi), 6 vols, İstanbul,1990, expanded 3rd edn, V. I, p.143
32 Ibid., v.II, p.1770.
surprising that reforming Ottoman sultans used the Mawlawi order against the ulemâ, who supported the treatment of the Muslim community as a privileged community against the dhimmîs.”33 (the Jews and Christians between whom and the Muslims there is, according to Muslim law, a certain legal relation).34

Today, many people all over the world try to convey human love, unity and togetherness to all nations without any discrimination of religion, race, sect and class, with the inspiration they received from Ibn Arabî or Mawlânâ. Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi Society, an international society founded in 1977 to promote a greater understanding of the work of Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi,35 and Prennial Philosophy supporters among modern Sufis, like Sayyid Hosein Nasr and Martin Links36 are instances. There are also many Europeans who call themselves “Mawlawi” without declaring any connection with Islam or any other religion. Some of them live around Konya after leaving their homeland. We can see news or comments on the order such as the following one:

“Tuesday, Frindt of American origin and Rie Yamazaki of Japanese origin became members of Jalal Ud-din Rumi’s whirling dervishes order. Reuters and AP news agencies transmitted a news report about foreign women in the dervish order in Turkey. According to the news report, Frindt, a painter and English teacher from Boston who grew up without religious instruction, said she had found peace in the ritual founded by the philosopher and poet Mevlana Jalal al-Din Rumi. The news agencies said, “the Mevlevis are a branch of Sufism, which emphasizes personal devotion and often blends local practices into worship. The order is open to all religions, but is based on the principles of the Prophet Muhammad.” The news agencies quoted Mevlana as saying in one of famous poems: Come! Come again! Whoever, whatever you may be, come! Heathen, idolatrous or fire worshipper, come! Even if you deny your oaths a hundred times, come! Our door is the door of hope, come! Come as you are!”37

I have presented here only some examples from prominent Sufis’ commentaries on religions. I think Sufis’ endless love for all creatures, taking

35 For details, see their website: www.ibnarabisociety.org
37 Yeni Binyil, 8 January 2001.
them as manifestations of the same God, and their compassion, humility and latitude can produce many positive results if it can be reached more people on the world.

In fact, the Koran needs no commentary regarding tolerance and understanding others. Many verses in the Koran clearly state that the existence of different religions is a law of God. The Koran states: “For each We have appointed a law and path; and if God had wished He would have made you one people. But He has made you as you are that He may put you to the test in what He has given you. So vie with one another in good works. Unto God you will all be brought back and He will then tell you about those things wherein you differed.” 38 The Koran always describes itself and the prophet Muhammad as “confirming” previous divine religions, 39 not abolishing them. Being a Muslim requires belief in all the earlier books and prophets. Nothing comparable to this rule can be found in other religions. 40

Many steps can be taken to help increase the understanding between Islam and other religions. The first step is for everyone to free themselves from the grip of all prejudices towards each other, and the bloody historical past, starting from the Crusades. And this understanding can only be achieved by people knowing each other. For the success of the efforts to understand each other, the effort has to be come from all sides, not only from Islam in general, or Sufism in particular.

38 Koran, Maide (V), 48.
39 See, for instance, Koran, Bakara (II), 91,97; Alu Imran (III), 3,50; En’am (VI), 92; etc.
40 Cf M.Lings, What is Sufism, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1975, p. 23